Happy Valentine’s Day
with Love from

Celebrate the Season of Love with our Hearty Hat!

TIPS:
- Print hat template on card stock paper
- Trim along the edges
- Place hat face down & lightly roll up the straight edges, using a wooden skewer
- Delicately train the card stock paper to reshape itself into a cone
- Hold edge to edge with one hand and hot glue the seam with the other
- Create your own hat topper from materials on hand, such as pipe cleaners, pom-poms, ribbons, etc...
- Attach topper & base trims (ie: tinsel, ribbon, etc...) with hot glue

~ SHARE ~
We would LOVE to see what you do with your Hearty Hats! Please send photos for the purpose of sharing via

EMAIL: johanna@johannaparkerdesign.com
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